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Who does not like to hear birds singing? Or see them 
sore and fly freely?


That we do not hear them so often all around the year, 
does not mean they do not exist near us. Birds sing the 
most in spring time, to find a partner. Later on they 
become more quiet. Birds exist almost everywhere all 
over the world. Many species followed us humans from 
their original habitat in our villages and cities. Many 
species find food in the bushes of parks and yards and 
nesting options under roofs and in niches of walls.


Birds are a perfect indicator for changes in the 
environment. In urban areas, not only public green 
spaces are important for humans and birds alike. It is on 
you as well, if birds like to be around you.


Here you find examples, what makes your garden or 
yard hospitable for birds. Some actions can even be 
applied on balconies.


Enjoy your birds!


Your


SABUKO team

Preface



Many birds eat a range of insects, including larvae 
and grubs, spiders, aphids, crickets, earwigs, gnats, 
grasshoppers and mosquitoes. When bug-munching 
birds are welcome in the garden, you won’t need 
toxic chemicals or other harmful control methods to 
keep insects from devastating your flowers, foliage, 
and produce. Thrushes, warblers, flycatchers, robins, 
jays, swallows, martins, and many other birds can 
easily provide natural pest control.


Unwelcome rodents 
such as mice, voles and 
rats can devastate a 
garden or landscape by 
nibbling on fruits, bulbs, 
and vegetables and 
digging up planted 

Benefits of Backyard Birds 

Pest and Weed Control

Birds consume insects and weed seeds.

beds. Backyard raptors, however, will gladly hunt 
these animals as prey, reducing their populations 
dramatically. Owls, kestrels, and hawks are all adept 
hunters who will help control these unwanted small 
mammals so there will be no need for rodenticides or 
messy traps.


If you have plants you don’t want in your garden, you 
don’t need to use harsh herbicides for control. 



Instead, seed-eating birds can keep weeds at bay 
with their voracious appetites. Finches, sparrows, 
and doves all eat a wide range of seeds and will help 
keep weed growth minimized as they feed on natural 
seeds in the garden. Not only will they munch on 
fallen seeds, but they will also pick seeds right off the 
plants as well.

Aerated soil gives plant roots better access to air and 
water, lowers soil compaction, and fosters more 
vigorous root growth. This supports stronger, larger, 
and healthier plants. Birds that peck into the ground 
or scratch around to find insects not only help 
control bug populations, but also help aerate the soil 
at the same time. Starlings, jays, robins and 
sparrows are all expert aerators that any gardener 
should welcome.

Aeration



Composting has many 
advantages. Collecting your garden clippings, fruit 
and vegetable peels, coffee grounds and tea leafs 
reduces the amount of waste that goes into landfills, 
provides you with fertile soil and the birds with food. 
The composting process only works with the help of 
many critters breaking down the organic material 
until it is new soil. Among the birds feeding on such 
critters are Robin, Thrushes and Dunnock.


How you compost depends very much on the space 
you have and the amount of organic waster you 
produce. This can be from a bin composter to a huge 
3-stage composting arrangement. You can do it as 
simple as separating a shady corner in your yard and 
pile up your organic material here.


However, a few rules should be applied. Make sure 
your compost place is directly connected to soil, so 
critters necessary for the composting process can 
enter. Humidity is necessary for the process as well, 
but if it gets too wet, it rottens in a way you do not 
want it to happen. And it stinks. Airflow is necessary 
as well. If you used a closed bin, it should have air 
ways. Make sure, that the hip is loosened by different 

structured material. For example, if you add grass 
clippings, mix it with small twigs. Chop bigger stems 
in small pieces to speed up the process. On bigger 
hips, the material needs to be turned after a while.


To avoid bad smell, make sure the hip does not get 
drenched with water and do not add cooked food left 
overs or meat products. This would as well attract 
animals you do not want to have around.


Composting



Pollination
When blooms are better pollinated you will enjoy 
bigger, brighter flowerbeds. You’ll see more 
productive harvests in your vegetable garden or 
amongst your berry bushes and fruit trees. While 
bees and butterflies are the most popular pollinators, 
many birds also spread pollen and aid garden 
productivity.

Fertilization
Fertilizing the garden adds essential nutrients to the 
soil. This in turn provides plants with proper 
nourishment while birds provide natural fertilization 
with their feces. Bird waste is rich in nitrogen and 
phosphorus, key nutrients for healthy plants. While a 
few songbirds will not provide enough fertilization for 
an entire garden, every bit of feces they leave behind 
will be put to excellent use by hungry plants.


Stress Relief

Studies from Queensland University and the 
University of Exeter show that nature has a direct 
affect on our well-being and in particular having 
trees, shrubs and birds close by make a significant 
difference to the way people feel. Seeing larger 
numbers of birds in your garden in the afternoon 
lowers depression and make us feel happier!




Most common birds in our parks and gardens

Wren (Troglodytes troglodytes)


Nesting: Often in creepers on houses. globe-shaped 
nests in holes in walls, banks, trees.


Food: insects and spiders, occasionally seeds.


Wrens will use open-fronted and tit nest boxes, both for 
nesting and winter roosting. While Wrens are actually 
solitary birds, they form roosting communities in winter. 
Wrens are best supported with stick piles, natural stone 
walls with many niches and low standing dense bushes.


Wagtail (Motacilla alba)


Nesting: Often builds its nest in niches of buildings.


Food: Insects, spiders


Prefers open areas. Usually you see them wagging their 
tail, walking on the ground or flying low in their hopping 
style.


Migratory


You can support Wagtails providing them rock and wood 
piles. If your house provides no niches at all, they might 
accept as well the same nesting boxes as Redstarts like.



Common Redstart  
(Phoenicurus phoenicurus)


Nesting: Builds its nest in tree cavities, 
preferred of old fruits trees, niches of buildings, 
nesting boxes.


Food: Hunts insects and spiders preferred on 
the ground or from low perching places.


Migratory

Robin (Erithacus rubecula)


Nesting: Builds the nest close to the ground.


Food: Looks for insects between fallen leafs, 
turns vegetarian over autumn and winter.


Sings as well in winter.


Robin likes dense bushes. In autumn leave the 
leafs under the bushes and trees. Stick piles, 
natural walls, wood stocks are very welcomed.



Starling ( Sturnus vulgaris)


Nesting: In tree cavities, in niches of buildings, in 
nesting boxes.


Food: Varied and depending on season: worms, 
insects, spiders, snails, berries,, fruits and seeds.


Can imitated a lot of sounds and other bird songs. 
Forms huge flocks.


They are easy attracted by nesting boxes. If you do not 
want to share alls your fruits with them, you should not 
place more than one!

Blackbird (Turdus marula)


Nesting: Highly variable, on trees, bushes, creepers, 
niches of buildings. Strengthens the nest hollow with a 
thin layer of soil.


Food: Worms, snails and insects, berries and fruits, 
seeds.


Spends a lot of time on the ground. Originally a forest 
bird, it is now common in urban areas as well. ‚Wild‘ 
gardens with old fruit trees serve them best. Particular, 
if you leave the leafs under the trees.



Great Tit (Parus major)


Nesting: Tree cavities and artificial nesting 
holes, in niches of walls, under roof tiles.


Food: Insects, larvae, spiders, and other 
invertebrates, after breeding seeds rich with oil 
and fruits.


It is the species most easy to be attracted by 
nesting boxes

Blue Tit (Parus caeruleus)


Nesting: Tree cavities and artificial nesting holes, as well in 
niches of walls


Food: Small insects, their larvae, mainly aphids and scale 
insects, buds and flowers, from late summer as well 
berries, fruits and seeds.


Often visits bird feeder. Clutches with up to 14 eggs, can 
balance winter losses.


Blue Tits depend very much on nesting boxes, as they have 
a hard time prevailing against Great Tit and Nuthatches.



Nuthatch (Sitta europaea)


Nesting: The Nuthatch will either use a hole in a 
tree or wall, or take over an abandoned nest. The 
hole may be reduced in size by plastering it with 
mud.


Food: Nuts and seeds, such as acorns and hazel 
nuts, in the autumn and winter; insects, such as 
spiders and beetles in the summer.


They are happy about nesting boxes, but only 
choose those with bigger entrance holes.

Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs)


Nesting: Hemispherical nest in branch fork of trees or 
in higher bushes.


Food: During breeding mainly insects, afterwards 
seeds.


Mainly looks for food on the ground. They have 
dialects; depending on the region, their singing have 
different endings.


They might appreciate the food supply at a feeder. But 
for nesting they prefer bigger tree populations. They 
will pick a bigger broad-leafed tree, exceptionally a big 
conifer.



Greenfinch (Chloris chloris)


Nesting: Mostly in trees, bushes and creepers, 
sometimes as well at buildings.


Food: Seeds, buds of leafs and flowers, in autumn 
prefers flesh and seeds of reships and other soft fruits.


Likes to visit feeders.


A natural garden with many bushes, where nettles, 
sorrel, knotweed and other meadow plants are tolerated, 
might attract them best.

Goldfinch (Carduelis Carduelis)


Nesting: Mostly on outer brunches of single 
standing broadleaf trees, as well in high bushes.


Food: Seeds from birches, alders, pines, but 
particular from composite plants. In addition 
aphids.


A ‚wild‘ area with thistles and other composite 
plants invite this colorful birds to your yard.



House Sparrow (Passer domesticus)


Nesting: In niches of buildings, nesting boxes, 
sometimes as well on trees, in bushes or on 
electric pylons.


Food: Seeds, buds, and discarded food. They eat 
as aphids and insects, but particular feed them to 
their young.


Forms colonies and breeds up to four times per 
year.

Magpie (Pica pica)


Nesting: Build large, domed nests from sticks in 
thorny bushes or high up in tall trees. The entrance 
is sidewise.


Food: Insects and their larvae, worms, small 
vertebrates and birds eggs, carrion and discarded 
food. During winter mainly seeds, berries and fruits.


Typical synanthropic species, since they find more 
easy food in urban areas than in cultivated 
landscapes.



Swift (Apus apus)


Nesting: In colonies under 
roof tiles, in niches of high 
buildings or walls, and in 
specific nest boxes.


Food: insects and spiders


Migratory


Barn Swallow (Hirundo rustica)


Nesting: They build nest cups from mud and prefer to 
attach them at eaves, rafters, and cross beams of 
barns, sheds and stables, as well as the undersides 
of bridges, wharfs, and culverts.


Food: Insects


They breed in colonies and are often seen sitting 
together on electric wires.


Migratory


In many cultures Swallows always have been 
considered as a symbol for springtime, as a charm  
protecting the house from fire and lighting and the 
cows in the stable from illnesses. However, pesticides 
reduce their food source and contemporary 
construction reduce their options for nest building. If 
you want to attract those messengers of good luck to 
your house, try this options: - attach small boards 10 
- 15 cm under the eaves; - provide them clay in a 
water tray and straw straw for construction.


If you find hatchlings on the ground, place them back 
in their nests or on an elevated place.



Collared Dove (Streptopelia decaocto)


Nesting: They build platform nests, preferably on 
high conifers.


Food: Seeds, also from grain fields, sometimes 
berries and shoots.


They prefer developed areas, where food is easily to 
be found.


They are easy attracted to your balcony or terrace, if 
you place there oats, crushed grains, crushed 
peanuts, hemp and other seeds.

Laughing Dove (Spilopelia senegalensis)


Nesting: A fragile nest platform of twigs, leaves and 
grasses is constructed in trees or on buildings and 
other structures.


Food: Grain, seeds from garden plants and weeds, 
and bread scraps.


Generally present in urban areas.




Spotted Woodpecker (Dendrocopos major)


Nesting: The nest is a chamber in a tree which is 
chiseled out.


Food: Woodpeckers probe tree trunks for insects and 
larvae, but also feed on nuts and berries in the winter.


Likes to visit feeders in winter. To attract him to your 
yard, keep old, rotten tree trunks in your yard. They 
are anyway an ecosystem of their own, supporting 
many species and providing you fertilizer for your 
flowers.

Little Owl (Athene noctua)


Nesting: In copses, hedgerows, parks and gardens in 
otherwise quite open country. They nest in a hole in a tree 
or building, or even nest boxes. The hole is left unlined.


Food: Mainly big insects (beetles, moths), spiders, and 
worms, but also small birds, amphibians and mammals, 
such as shrews. 


Although a nocturnal bird, Little Owls are often active 
during the daytime and can often be seen perching on 
walls, branches or fence posts.



Hedges

Hedges are even suitable for small gardens, as they 
require less space than free standing shrubs.


If you are planning to make some adjustment to your 
garden or yard, or if you are even planing a


new one, here some recommendations how to make it 
attractive for birds.


🐦  	 Select native plants. Research has shown, that the 
living space of most animal species is tied to 
native, site-specific plants.


🐦 	 Prefer bushes or trees wich carry berries, 
providing natural food.


🐦 	 Hedges with thorny plants do not only protect 
sleeping and breeding birds from Magpies and 
cats, they also keep unwanted visitors from your 
ground.


Food - shelter - water

Provide Shelter

Birds will be happiest and safest in a garden with 
plenty of shelter. The best form of shelter is a series 
of dense bushes and hedges they can dive into 
should danger arise. A hedge running the length of 
the garden can also act as a “wildlife corridor,” and 
some smaller birds may live much of their lives in the 
safety from predators it provides. If your garden is all 
fences and lawn, birds will not feel safe in it. Start 
planting shrubs. Making your garden a place where 
birds will feel happy and safe and where they know 
they can find food and water whenever they need it is 
worth the small amount of effort involved.



🐦 	 Best time for planting is a cloudy autumn day.


🐦 	 Break up the soil at least 50 cm wide and 2 
spades deep. 


🐦 	 Enrich and loosen the soil by adding some 
compost soil. 

🐦 	 Prune hedges and trees only between 
November and Februar to avoid disturbing 
breeding birds or to destroy nests.

Climbers 

There is no space for a hedge? Climbers can 
grow on the smallest spot. Any bleak concrete 
wall can become enlivened with ivy or wine. It 
is more pleasant for our minds and provides 
food and breeding place for many species.



Grow Your Own Bird Food

Grow plants the birds can feast on themselves. 
Some plants provide all sorts of seeds and berries 
for birds to pick over throughout the winter. Haws, 
sloes, dogwoods, buckthorns, elders, yew, 
pyracantha, rowan, and whitebeam are among many 
plants that produce good berries for birds. Holly and 
ivy are the most useful because their berries usually 
last until the very end of the winter, when food 
resources can be particularly scarce. Good seed-
producing plants include teasels, sunflowers, 
thistles, field scabious, and greater knapweed. Leave 
them in your garden over winter and wait with tidying 
up your garden or yard until spring. With cutting 

back, or pruning in 
autumn you will 
chop off all the food 

Provide Water

Water is almost as important as food, particularly in 
built-up areas where access to natural water sources 
may be very limited. A birdbath should be placed in 
an open spot where birds can see any predators 
approaching. It should be raised off the ground on a 
pedestal for the same reason. Keep it topped up in 
the summer and check if it is frozen in the winter; if it 
is, you can thaw it out with a little boiled water. 
Birdbaths should also be cleaned out at least once 
every two weeks.



At springtime 

Spring is a fascinating time of year for watching birds 
in your garden, as they start to settle down for their 
breeding season.


While most species will still be setting up breeding 
territories or finding a mate, early breeding species 
such as blackbird, collared dove and robin, may 
already have eggs or young chicks.


These birds are taking a risk though, as there is still a 
chance that the weather will turn.


While garden thick hedges and nest boxes are 
important nesting spaces for breeding birds, 
providing supplementary food is a guaranteed way to 
attract them into your garden.

They benefit from the food we put out all year round, 
as there are always challenges to overcome.


During the spring, energy provided by seeds and 
nuts may help adult birds prepare for the breeding 



season, whether they are defending their territory, 
laying eggs or feeding chicks.


It’s great if your birds use the nestboxes you’ve put 
up, but it is even more satisfying if they create natural 
nest sites. Provide hedges with dense cover to allow 
them to do this.



As a gardener, we are not necessarily happy about every 
animal, as some destroy our flowers or harvests. 
Chemical, synthetic pesticides should not be used for 
our own health sake. Chemical, synthetic pesticides 
enter the food chain. They poison fledglings and 
damage adult birds. Pesticides enter the 
groundwater and are consumed by us with our 
drinking water.

Many natural alternative ways are available.

Problems can be avoided from the beginning 
by choosing the right place for the plants and 
by avoiding monocultures. Specific plant 
combinations support each other or prevent 
pests.

Non toxic and healthy
Crop plants should not be planted on the same side 
every year. The soil will loos specific nutritions.

With annual crop rotation you prevent declining yields, 
deficiencies and pest infestation.

Infusions from different plants strengthen plants and 
help against pests.



Attract beneficial animals. Hedgehocks and ducks eat 
slugs. Earwigs, ladybugs, wild bees all feet on unwanted 
insects. Stick piles, natural stone walls or rock piles on 
sunny places and hedges are the habitat for many 
beneficial insects and spiders as well.

Earwigs eat the eggs of insects and like flowerpots filled 
with wood shavings. Hang them in a tree with the open 
side facing down.

Many beneficial insects welcome the opportunity of a 
well placed insect hotel.

The design of your insect hotel depends on your 
creativity and the space you have. But it requires food 
plants nearby and a sunny place with entrances facing 
away from the wind.

Many bird species need an elevated perching post. This 
can be a high tree as well as a roof ridge.

Many small birds hunt insects from such an outlook. In 
open areas without higher trees or bushes,

such perching posts are welcomed even by raptors to 
look out for rodents. Beanstalks are a great

option, as can be the frame of the swing, which 
enjoys your children, too.

Perching  posts



The apparent disappearance of birds in August is part 
of the annual cycle of birds. Once birds have 
completed their breeding for the year, they start to 
molt into fresh new feathers. Completing a molt of all 
feathers takes several weeks. During this period birds 
look rather scruffy, and while they are molting their 
wing feathers, they are less able to 
escape predators. During this time, they 
conceal themselves as much as possible 
to avoid predators and territory disputes. 
It's easy to get the impression that they've 
disappeared.

In late summer a bounty of natural food becomes 
available as grain, berries and fruit ripen. Many birds 
abandon their nesting areas and move to where the 
most food is. This is probably the time of the year 
when birds are least interested in the offerings on our 
bird tables. 

In cities, sparrows and finches are attracted to any 
piece of rough ground that provides a good crop of 
weed seeds. Tits tend to abandon their territories 
soon after their young fledge, and spend most of their 
time in the late summer high up in tree canopies, 
where they are easily missed. Even blackbirds and 
song thrushes tend to move to where there is an 
abundance of fruit or berries.

During summer



If you feel annoyed by 
some insects around 
you, think about the 
parents feeding their 
children: don’t spray 

poison. You can keep 
unwanted insects away by simply planting aromatic 
plants near you sitting place. Most of them are 
anyway welcomed for your kitchen, like mint, 
basil, sarge, rosemary or lavender. If you get 
tiny pests such as aphids on your plants, it is 
still best to avoid spraying, as pesticides will 
also kill ladybirds and other helpful insects. 
Many birds, such as tits, will eat insect pests. If 
greenfly or aphids become a real concern, you 
can wash them off with a dilute solution of 
washing-up liquid.

Birds need water
While there is plenty of food around now, how about 
water? Birds need water for drinking and bathing. 
Particular during dry, hot summer days, it can be hard 
to find water. Have you ever thought about providing 
a regular supply of clean water for birds in your 
garden or on your balcony?


Most small birds need to drink at least twice a day to 
replace the water they loos through respiration and in 
their droppings. Many insectivorous birds get most of 
their water from food. Seed-eating birds have a dry 



diet and they do need to drink more. In areas with 
streams and ponds Water is freely available to small 
birds at the shallow edges. They may also drink water 
droplets that form on leaves, especially if they live in 
woodland. Aerial species such as swallows and swifts 
swoop down onto a water body and scoop up a 
beakful of water while still in flight. But, in arid areas 
it can be more difficult to find.


Also, birds like to take a bath to clean their feathers, 
or simply to cool down. Keeping a bird bath clean 
helps to prevent birds catching diseases. Clean 
your birdbath regularly and change the water. A 
layer of algae, dead leaves or bird droppings will 

soon build up, so give the bath a thorough clean 
every week or so. Scrub the sides and bottom to 
remove algae and other dirt.


A bird bath can simply be made out of a shallow, 
watertight bowl of some kind, such as an upturned 
dustbin lid or large circular plant tray.




How to make a perfect bird bath 

To provide birds a bath they really like, you should keep 
a few points in mind:

It should:

have very shallow sloping sides;

have a maximum depth of only 10cm or so;

be as wide as possible, ideally more than

30 cm across.

Place your bird bath where they will have a good view 
all around but can dart into the cover of bushes or trees 
nearby if they need to. If cats visit your garden, 
make sure there is nowhere they can hide within 
pouncing distance.

Actually, autumn is the most busiest time for you, if 
you want to make your garden or yard bird friendly. 
As this is the time for planting, cleaning and building.

During autumn



Migration 

Many birds will be flying to warmer climates 
or arriving here from colder countries for the 
winter. Every season is a challenge for the 
birds, so if you enjoy their presence in the 
garden make sure you cater well for their 
needs.


Autumn is a busy time for many birds as 
they move to their winter homes. Birds 
migrate in their millions every autumn from 
cooler northern climes to more southerly 
wintering grounds. It’s a slow process, 
usually dictated by the weather, which starts 
as early as July and August for some 
species and continues through to October 
and November for others.
 Summer visitors such as cuckoos, warblers, swifts, 

house martins, and swallows will gradually leave 
flying south making considerable journeys to as far 
away as Africa.



Natural Food 
The autumn garden can provide a natural larder of 
berries, fruit and insects that form the natural diet of 
many birds. With a big range of berry-bearing plants in 
the garden you will be treated to branches not just 
laden with ripening fruit, but teeming with acrobatic 
birds attracted to this rich food source.

Plants for birds 
Autumn is a great time to get a variety of garden plants 
in the ground to support the birds. There’s a big range 
of trees and shrubs that will provide vital food and 
shelter throughout the colder months for the birds and 
look great too. Plant crab apples, rowans, cotoneasters, 
pyracantha and other fruiting plants for garden birds. 
Add mixed hedging plants as garden boundaries 
instead of man-made fencing and be sure to provide a 
constant supply of quality food and water.



Birds are in their final throes of moulting. While losing 
their feathers makes birds less active, growing them 
back is also a slow, energy-demanding procedure 
too. Moulting can leave your garden birds feeling a 
little under par, so energy-rich food will give them a 
welcome boost and helping hand, providing them 
with the essential nutrients that they need.


Food

Birds often roost in trees and hedges to give them 
protection from predators, but they also use empty 
nest boxes and roosting pouches to insulate 
themselves from the cold and provide shelter from 
the rain. Make sure your garden has plenty of dense 
hedges, shrubs and trees where your feathered 
friends can stop over for the night well protected. 
Walls, trellis and even trees clothed in ivy and 
climbers give good leafy cover for some species like 
little owls, while other birds prefer to roost en masse 
in boxes to preserve their body warmth.


Shelter



Some birds will share their body heat and shelter 
overnight in small flocks inside a roosting box. Wrens 
are known to pile in on top of each other to endure 
cold winter nights; 62 individual birds were counted 
as a record number in one site. Treecreepers have a 
similar roosting pattern, jamming themselves 
together in cracks and crevices in the trees to 
preserve their warmth. While nest boxes can and do 
provide shelter for many solitary birds, a dedicated 
roost box is better designed for the purpose and 

usually fitted with special perches and internal walls 
featuring places for birds to cling and hang in 
comfort.


With the nesting season over, autumn is the perfect 
time to clean out your bird boxes, repair any damage 
and get them ready for next year’s bird families. Even 
boxes that haven’t supported a brood need a check 
over to ensure they are in good condition. Open 
them up, clear out any debris carefully.


Get the box ready for early spring nests now. This 
allows time for a range of garden birds to inspect 
their prospective home and can use it for roosting in 
the winter. Mend any damage, seal up cracks and oil 
the hinges if they’re squeaking. Line the box with 
fresh, dry moss or dried, autumn leaves and put the 
boxes back up ready for spring.




After summer maintain the habit of giving garden 
birds a fresh, clean source of drinking and bathing 
water. Even as the weather cools, birds need to drink 
and bathe to stay hydrate and maintain their 
feathers.


Birds live for the moment, feeding on whatever is 
available to maintain their body weight and survive 
each day to face the next. It’s a tough life and many 
don’t make it through the winter.


Help your garden birds survive and thrive by 
supplementing their diet, providing safe shelter and a 
clean supply of drinking water. As the temperature 
drops and natural food becomes less available this 
extra feeding support can often be the difference 
between life and death.


Every activity they make uses vital energy needed to 
keep warm, so keep your feeders and bird tables 
well stocked up with food so they don’t have a 
wasted journey. Choose energy rich bird food that 
contains suet, nuts and oil rich seed such as 
sunflower hearts.

During winter



Shelter

If you have not done so in 
autumn, winter is still a 
perfect time to put up nest 
boxes and allow them to 
blend into the surroundings. 
Wild birds often choose 
boxes that have been in 
place a season or two, 
familiarising themselves with the environment and 
site for weeks or months before they move in. They 
need to ensure that it provides a safe place to raise a 
brood. In winter nest boxes are also used for 
roosting by some small species. Transform your bird 
box into a safe roosting box with a few simple tricks.


If you haven’t already done so, clean out your nest 
boxes. Remove all old nest material and add it to the 
compost heap. Give it a good scrub and rinse well. 
Check the house for leaks, cracks and damage and 
repair them now while the box is empty. Renew 
hinges and ensure that the entrance hole is secure. 

To make it a 
warmer roost 
box, turn it 
upside down so 
that the 
entrance hole is 
at the bottom. 
Seal the cracks 
and cut panels 
of insulation to 

fit inside the box at the roof and also on the sides. 
Add some thick twig perches. Cut them just larger 
than the inside width and jam them in place. Birds 
are very light and a thick twig will easily support their 
weight. Cover the bottom of the box with a generous 
layer of clean dry leaves, moss or sawdust. Fix the 
roosting box back in place and ensure that the roof is 
waterproof and strong. Position it so that the 
entrance points down slightly to prevent rainwater 
falling directly inside through the entrance hole.




Food

In the late spring and throughout the summer, birds 
have an easier time finding natural food from plants 
and insects. Still, they will make use of bird feeders 
year-round and especially benefit from them in the 
winter.


Supplying food helps support birds as they are 
raising their young, plus it mitigates the effects that 
drought, severe weather, and human development 
has on their natural food supply.


Different birds eat different things, so it helps to offer 
a variety of food types.

Winter feeding

Despite the absence of most insects and other tiny 
crawlers, birds get along quite well over winter. In 
Summer caterpillars, bugs and worms make a large 
proportion of food for many birds. As not many of 
them can be found in winter, some birds switch to a 
different diet. During the cold season they will eat 
plant-based food like berries and seeds.




Some birds have special strategies. Jays, like 
squirrels make food depots in autumn. They will hide 
acorns in the ground. The Red Crossbill also won't 
have problems getting enough food. With his special 
shaped bill, he reaches the seeds in pine cones, 
which most other birds have no chance to get at.


Bird feeders only reach species which are plenty. 
Rare and endangered species do not profit.


Birds with access to a bird feeder have a better 
chance to get over winter. And bird feeders provide a 
great chance to observe birds and to learn species.


If you plan to have a bird feeder over winter, you 
should start before it gets very cold. Therewith birds 
will know already where they find food.


Make sure food can not get wet or contaminated 
from bird droppings. 


Different food for different beaks 

Beaks are the perfect shaped tools for the food 
different bird species prefer. And an indicator for their 
preferences.


Those with dainty pointed beaks, like robins, 
blackbirds and wren, eat soft food. During warm 
seasons they eat insects and worms. Fodder for 



them should be dried berries, fruits or oats soaked in 
vegetable oil.


Most birds which prefer soft food, prefer to feed on 
the ground. If you place food for them, make sure 
they have a good overview of the surroundings for 
being able to detect cats approaching.


And than there are those which prefer seeds, like 
grosbeaks, bullfinch or chaffinch. Their beaks are  
sturdier, thicker and shorter. Fodder for them can be 
a mixture of sunflower seeds and different nuts. You 
can also provide them acorns and beechnuts.


Seeds can be presented in feeders or inserted in 
suet. The later will particular be appreciated by tits, 
siskin and woodpeckers.




Construction conditions in Georgia in the countryside 
are still supportive for owls to find sheltered hiding 
places.

Regarding food, it is important that mice are not 
poisoned or contaminated from pesticides and 
fertilizers.

Feeder from empty can 

You need: 

empty can

stick

mix of seeds

ribbon


Fix the stick with the 
ribbon on one side of the 
can.


Fill the can with seeds and hang it.

There are many different ways to make your own bird 
feeder. Here we show you, how you can make one by 
up-cycling or reuse … Which means, you reduce the 
amount of waist a tiny bit.

How you can help raptors and owls



You need: 

plastic bottle

mix of seeds

Scissors or box cutter

stick

Yarn


How to do it:

Cut small slits in the bottle on sides opposite each 
other. Slide a stick through from one side to the other. 
This will be the perches.


Cut a hole in the middle of the bottle cover.


Tie a large knot at one end of your yarn, thread through 
the hole on the cap.


Fill the bottle with bird seed, cover and hang!


To refill, simply remove the cap and fill.


Feeder from empty plastic bottles



Do not tidy up your yard to much. Leave dead leafs 
under bushes and trees. They are hiding


places for many insects, spiders and critters, which 
provide food. Particular Robins, Thrushes and


Blackbirds like to feed here.


A stick pile provides nesting opportunity for Wren 
and Robin. And food as well, in form of all those


critters being busy to convert the dead wood in new 
soil.


Collect and set aside fallen branches and logs to 
create a brush pile in the corner of your yard.


Birds and other wildlife can use the brush to take 
cover during extreme temperatures and severe


weather year-round.


Materials: 

Fallen branches


Fallen logs


Optional: Cuttings from pruning trees or shrubs


Steps:


1. Lay down the largest logs or trunks as a 
foundation.


2. Pile large branches loosely on top of this layer.


3. Continue building up the pile in successive 
layers. Make sure to leave open pockets between


layers—don’t pack brush and branches on too 
tightly.


If the first layer includes rose bush or berry vine 
clippings, you build in a barrier for cats. They do


Deadwood



NOT like thorny branches (stepping on them hurts), 
and will not use it as a hiding place to hunt


birds. The birds, on the other hand, are not phased 
by thorns.


Which nest box for which bird 

Nest boxes only support birds which normally are 
breeding in holes. While some bird species build their 
own holes, others depend on existing ones. Here you 
get an overview, which bird species like what type of 
boxes.


small nest box with hole open front nest box large nest box with hole very big nest box

Blue Tit Wagtail Great Spotted Woodpecker Barn Owl

Great Tit Robin Little Owl Kestrel

Sparrow Starling

Redstart

Nuthatch



You need wood, nails, strip of rubber - an old piece 
of bicycle inner tube will do, a driller, hammer and 
saw. The wood should be at least 15 mm thick to 
provide sufficient insulation and to prevent warping.


Drill a couple of holes in the base of your box to 
ensure that any rain that does get in can drain out 
quickly.


For different species different hole sizes are suitable. 
However, natural nest holes do not come in standard 
sizes, so these dimensions are only a guide.


	 •	 25 mm or larger for Blue Tit;


	 •	 28 mm or larger for Great Tit and Tree 
Sparrow;


	 •	 32 mm for House Sparrow and nuthatches


	 •	 45 mm for starlings


Attach a waterproof hinge to the roof of the box, so 
that it can be lifted easily for cleaning, but won’t fall 
off. Bicycle inner tubes are ideal waterproof materials 
to use. Cut the rubber to the width of the box, and 
then nail the rubber along the back of the box and to 
the roof.
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